Boston Police Locked Out; General Strike Likely; Wilson's Life Imperilled as Seattle Launches Collide; Thousands Flee From 7-Acre Oil Fire in Greenpoint

Police Order People From A Radius of Four Blocks

More Than Third of Firemen in City Called to Fight Blaze That Continues Through Night

Seven Explosions Many Are Hurt

Lipid Flame Terrorizes Crowds Gathered To Watch Great Spectacle

In a small plot of the Band of the American Legion parade in the city of Tacna, Holn, the street of Central Avenue, this- week, a crowd of thousands has been gathered to watch the great fire that has broken out in New York.

The fire, started by a group of men who had been working on the street, has been spreading rapidly, and has already reached a point where it is believed that if it were not put out it would be dangerous to the lives of those in the vicinity.

The fire, which is in the automobile factory, has caused great concern among the people of the city, and it is feared that if it continues it will spread to other parts of the city.
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Denikine's Army Takes 9,000 Reds

Pacific Fleet Is Reviewed By President

Unions Give Ultimatum on Railroad Bill

Right to Walk Out Held To Be Inherent

Proposed Law Is Said to Aim to Reduce Workers to State of Servitude

Denikine's Army Takes 9,000 Reds

Pacific Fleet Is Reviewed By President

Unions Give Ultimatum on Railroad Bill

Right to Walk Out Held To Be Inherent

Proposed Law Is Said to Aim to Reduce Workers to State of Servitude

The Soldier's Verdict on What Sin Is

The new moral code that arises vice but holds the spirit to high account, naming five cardinal transgressions:

Cowardice, Selfishness, Dishonesty, Measles, Bounding

In The Tribune Magazine and Review

Shall a Prophet Be Without Honor in His Own Country?

Is Europe He Is Known as the Man Whose Efforts Saved the Lives of Millions

Cost of Living to Decline At Once, Hoover Predicts

Immediate Signing of Treaty Needed to Send Down Prices and Begin Better Times, Says Food Director

The present high cost of living has reached its peak and will shortly begin its decline, Captain Hoover, director of the American Relief Administration, said yesterday in a statement to the New York Times.

The general trend is toward a decline, he said, and this is reflected in the prices of food, clothing, and other necessities.

Levin Said to Have Agreed to Negotiate Peace With Lenin

The general trend is toward a decline, he said, and this is reflected in the prices of food, clothing, and other necessities.

Levin said he had agreed to negotiate peace with Lenin.

1,200 British Troops Are Landed at Scutari

British Troops Landed at Scutari

Mr. Hoover said that he had been assured by the British government that the British troops would be used only for the purpose of maintaining order and would not be employed in any warlike capacity.

The British government has also said that the British troops would be withdrawn as soon as the situation is brought under control.
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